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Vol fl, ksue 44 Wright State Unive~ity 
Campus development will
undertake their most ambitious
project in WSU's ten year
history when they start to work
next week on the new "WSU
sign."
The sign will be a giant
"WSU ," but rather than being
erected, the three lett.el8 will be
formed by knocking down trees
in the wooded area behind the
library. ·
"We think t-hat it .will add a
visual dimension t.o · the
campus," Kegerreis said. "After
all, our signs take care of t_he
persons driving by in their cars,
but we're totally neglecting the
person who fly over the campus
every day."
According to Judy Neiman,
Assistant to the Vice-president,
the · idea for the " sigµ" came
from Art instructor Marty
Borman, who was paid a $3,000
fee for -the idea.
Kegerreis admitted th.gt tnere
was some opposition to the idea,
but he dismissed the critics ·as
"persons who wo~ld"' ·stop
progress for a couple of rabbits.
After all," he continu~, "this
will really put Wrig,,ht -s·tate· o·ti
the map." 
wsu canceledstrU-otif>n by Sam Lat-ha m,- M-errn.:m
Thompson, Marty Roeland't, JeffCourte~ of University Times School of Med.icine will admit its of the health sciences complex hazardou s chemicals, and a new 	 Hiles, Charle~ Williams,first students in the fall ~f 1976, 	 provided by the $5,325,000, this service building. 
Allen
Wilganowski, Rosann Barnard,and it has been d.esigned from 	 amount would also fund The go vernor also Cindy Thompson, Nancythe start to make ext ensive use 	 construction of a badly needed recommended $95,000 for 	 Tarlton, Tracey Jayneof r gional hospitals in the 	 water treatment facility for the p a vi. n g a n d d r a i n a g e 	 Thompson, Fred Stevens, Bobclinical phases of its training. 	 campus, an office addition, a imprqv~m,ents at Wright State's 	 Zeid, Sue Opt, Nathan-Schwartz,· In addition to ' t be completion 	 separate storage facility for Weste;'r,l ,Ohio Branch Campus. 	 Vickie H©_dson, Connie
Buchenroth, Micltde;l ·G.r.ahani,
Richard A Vvrpe; Libby, ~eller,Englisll . , Julie Clark, Ma,rk .:WiUis,,J o.hn
Day, Go.rdori. Br6iu..ri, · Gailby Bob...Ze;td_, :. ' "• thex:e." to be the Snyder, Ann KlarqulJ;-t, ··,Spring_Eugene .cantelupe:, ·D~~n.# ·of 	 HD.efinitely," said · Correale. White, Ted Hoy, Gary · €Loyd,Liberal Arts., b:rt>Jrn the 'j cy "Did you ever see Polzella i'nrelations w1th ·the .departing 	 no Frank Salsburg, and: Tom Snyder, that miniskirt? Whoooo. r'd ­English insthletors ··oy wishing 	 hetenure her for that alone."them a hearty . farewell. 	 The 'Ohio B6'ard of RegentsThe English instructors filed a 	 announced"Goodbye,'' he said as he stood today that Wright 
at the entrance to Fawcett Hall. 
greivance against the university State University wilt be closed 
Robert Correale, Chairman of 
for sexist and discriminatory permanently on June 13, 1975,
practices in tenuring. The 'three "Come now, Gleason. Wethe English Department, was on 	 due to budgetary cuts instituted 
hand with several pink slips. He 
and out' policy adopted in the don't discriminate here," said by Governor James A Rhodes. 
handed them to each of the 12 
spring of 1973 allegedly Cantelupe.
discriminates any educator frominstructors individually .and

thanked them for their..sel'.V!ice$. of
~:~':fne::i:~~ · regardless 	 Profs form cyck.g~ng"Just beeause w~;re ·1etting "Paula Randall," Correale said.them go don't mea.n some o.f "I had the most trouble withthem didn't . t ea€h :· gt>Qd;". 	 ~ · · _; :by Gary Floyd befitti'ng outlaw ·'m'.Oter~ycHst.her. Y<:rn'll never guess what she'. , ' The ·next ,tim.e you see a bunchCorreale s.aid. ' ''Some <o'f .'em did one . "College ~i;Qf& :~re(~ al ways 
learned the '$tuden.t{ a:I;)~~~- of 
day. Absolutely 9t· ~eaQ:- <Io_oking m©,torcy.clists thought ' 0f as b.eihg ,:,'involvecl
fil.8:bbergasted me. My secretaryEngiish, but just /-a.ill't .glO{ .n0' ~!~ i~ng dihy.n the highway look (!)'ril'y . in ~~~d~~ic~~.attets"" said,
room."' · ··. · , · .· 
was sick that day and naho.dy · d~~~l~.;~ ·o:ne «i>f them might be "Mean Gene" >Ca-nile'lupe; Deanhad made any coffee. I t~ld
Later, a victpry' ceieBr3<tio·~ 	
' her· yqµ:r Eiiiglish teacher!. · of Liberal Art·s"'a>h(f $.'e¢ret~rjr of 
was held for . tne tenured 	
to make some coffee a'fld she ~, Sata".l 'i''§ophists ,.is the name of the ·Sophis·ts . .,.{We tl:}o~gh~ tp.at
said no. Can you imagine? Who ' tl:ie newest motorcycle gang in by forming amembei:s of the d~par't~eqt. :b1K'.e~-g~ng we COJ.119 
Proceeds from the event went to 
~oes she think she isr' th~ Payton area, and the gang's change that 1image." ,·_
The attentio~ of the party .nuvibers are made of membersestablish an aged admfoistr.at0r'-s 	 The group has :already gainedturned to the ruckus at the door. of the WSU faculty. 	 some notoriety· when theyfund. There was a door charge of Dr James Gleason, former 	 On Fridays after classes, the became involved in a brawl at a$2 but females .in halter tops · chairman of the Englisn members ~ take off their shirts literary seminar at Ohio Statewere admitted for $1. There was department, wasn't wearing ; a and ties and don their oil stained 	 University last week.no charge for those females who 	 shirt and seemed to be denim jackets and jeans and hop "The rumble started when acame topless. squabbling with the door on their bikes."Yes, we're chauvinist pigs but attendant 
member of the Tenured
about the cover The_~embers also drop their Renegades; the oike g~ng madethey loved it," 'Gantelupe charge. 	 titles· of "do~tor" during .theadmitted. "I do hate.to see them 	 i~ up of OSU p·rofs,. make aCantelupe interrupted. "Here weekend bike excursionsgo. We had in derogat<;>ey remad~ abo~t .Albert
..n icknames more [ Continu~d o"n p · f:i ·1 >' .. , • " 
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New faculty country club planned for Wright Stare 
" 

by Samllel Latham l;iusboys, dishwashers, Funds for construction and from the University General of construction is estimated 
Wright State has announced bartenders, caddies and operation of the club will come Fund. According to Spiegel, cost around $20 million. 
the planning of-a country club attendants. I hope we can work 
for faculty and uncla~ified staff. 
Andrew Spiegel, executive 
vice-president, made the decision 
to go ahead with planning and 
construction. 
"I was approached by Dr John 
Treacy and Dr Charles 
Hartmann. They circulated a 
p9ll among administrators and 
faculty. The results were 
overwhelmingly in favor of the 
country club idea," Spiegel said. 
Features of the club will be an 

18 hole golf course with an 

all-weather dome and several 

small buildings housing a bar and 

lounge for weary golfers. 

A private clubhouse housing 
two bars, saunas, indoor tennis 
courts and pool, three lounges 
and two dining rooms will act as 
nucleus of the club. 
Location of the club will be on . 
the main campus adjacent to the 
present set of university 
buildings. It will extend from 
Colonel Glenn around to 
Kaufmann in a "U" shape. 
"It will be an exclusive club. 
Faculty and administrators will 
have photopasses. Wright State 
security will patrol the grounds 
and check passes," commented 
Treacy. 
"Students will not be totally 
excluded from the club though," 
he added. 
"We will need students to 
serve as · waiters, waitre~es, 
Wright Station voted 
most popular eatery 
by Libby Keller 
Wright State's prestigious fast 
food cafeteria, Wright Station, 
has just been voted the 
"Favorite Campus Cafeteria." 
The honor comes from a series 
of surveys conducted by 1a 
non-partisan campus group, 
Student Caucus. 
According to an anonymous 
Caucus member, students voted 
in favor of Wright Station in 
overwhelming pumbers over any 
other food-serving operation at 
Wright State. 
Students surveyed were chosen 
at random as they walked out of 
the Rathskellar, Allyn Hall 
lounge, and University Center 
cafeteria. Reportedly, each one 
intervi~ed voiced a quite 
negative opinion about the 
facility in which he/she had just 
eaten, and when asked if he/she 
would prefer a different place to 
eat, it was a unanimous "Yes!" 
Another Caucus member, who 
also wished not to be identified, 
said, "Since we nabbed the 
students coming from the Rat, 
Allyn Hall, and UC cafeteria, it 
was obvious the facility they 
prefer is Wright Station." 
When asked why Caucus did 
not survey any students coming 
from Wright Station he replied, 
"Well, none of the people we 
saw over there would stop and 
talk to us. They seemed in an 
awful hurry to get to the 
restroom-something about 
losiD1 their lunches on the floor 
lf they didn't hurry up." 
out some arrangement with the 
Financial Aid to furnish us with 
predominantly work-study 
students, since they would cause 
less of a strain on the budget," 
he continued. 
"We will need to make some 
cuts elsewhere in the budget," 
Spiegel offered. 
New lighting and paving of the 
parking_ lots will need to be 
postponed temporarily. Tuition 
and parking fees will have to be 
raised, but only slightly, stated 
Spiegel. 
First phase of construction is 
scheduled for early next year. It 
will include the private entrance 
drive, clubhouse and golf course. 
Second phase of construction is 
scheduled for 1978 and includes 
upgrading of the golf course 
with the several small "bar and 
break" buildings and the 
creation of the weather dome 
over the entire course. 
"As usual, we expect a ·few 
complaints from students, but 
we feel the benefits of this club 
will greatly exceed the negative · 
attitude of some narrowminded 
individuals. We feel most of the 
students will agree that faculty 
and administrators need a place 
to get away from students and 
relax," Treacy said. 
Working your way through oollege 

by Gqil Snyder 
Student apathy is running 
rampant concerning Wright 
State's Student Caucus. Voting 
polls in Allyn hall for the Caucus 
election closed earlier than 
scheduled yesterday because 
only six students (the six Caucus 
candidates) had voted since the 
opening of the polls Monday. 
"Students were probably 
apathetic becaus~ only one 
· person ran for each Caucus 
vacancy," said Jon Rowdy, 
ch airer of the Election 
Commission and campaign 
manager for Robert Marvey, 
newly elected Caucus chairer. 
"When a candidate runs 
unopposed, he or she only needs 
one vote to win the election, so 
the candidates just all voted for l 
themselves." 
Other new Caucus members as 
of yesterday are Etta Cetera, 
graduate rep; Chris Cornball, 
liberal arts rep; Feel Wrinkler, 
business rep; Cyndi Blue, 
education rep; and Beverly 
Gotchamachi, science and 
engineering rep. 
"We plan to have a luncheon 
in the faculty dining room with 
Andy Spiegel," said Marvey. "I 
feel this · will let the Caucus 
members get acquainted with 
someone who has some 
Self-Sacrifice 
The Satanism club is 
holding a self-sacrifice ritual 
tonight at midnight in the 
upper hearth lounge in the 
Learn to 
influence and authority over th 
food service," he added. e 
Rowdy said the new Caucus 
members will take office 
tomorrow. 
University Center. Admission 
is $1 per person and $1.50 
per couple. The ritual is open 
to the public. 
SKY DIVE
-
Greene County Sport 

Parachute Club 

Classes 10:00 AM & 1:00 PM DAILY 

Individuals $40.00 

Group of 5 $30.00 per ind. 

For further infonnation call 376-9293 

WS U FRESHMEN 

THERE'S STILL TIME 

• • .TO ENROLL IN 
ARMY R.O.T.C. 

Freshmen who missed the op~ 
portunity to enroll in Army 
ROTC when they started college 
may still participate through 
the ROTC Compression Program. 
The Compression Program al ­
lows a student to double up 
(take two ROTC courses at the 
same time) or take ROTC courses 
during the summer in summer 
school. 
Army ROTC affords you the, 
opportunity to obtain a com­
mission as a second lieuten­
ant in the Army at the same 
time you are getting your 
degree, and that doubles 
your professional opportun­
ities. You can pursue eit ­
her a civilian career or 
serve as an officer~ 
For more information: Call 
Captain Cassell at (513) 229­
3326 or write the Professor 
of Military Science, US Army 
ROTC Instructor Group, Depart­
ment of Military Science, Uni­
versity of Dayton, Dayton, OH 
45469. 
. . ArmyROTC. 

The more you look at it, the better it looks. 

1~~~~~f~~~ f~ Budgets ~~~z~t, s~~~:2!oo~~t!~~!~~~: a~:~~~
'--~ passing· out · the bullets as they. totaled about $32 to · $33 $11~000 . represents a 12.9~~ attempt to reduce a $3,000,000 million. percent mcrease in student
d iff e r ence betwee n t he "I would guess budgets first activities.~~ ~~ University budget requests for submitted by everybody Some students sourc~ feel ~he
1975'.76 and the expected exceeded the expected income student activities IS bemg~ ~ income. by four or five million. That 's reduced because of the 
]qA~ 
~~~~~. :!~Eir i~:::;fo:~E0: ~ Jb~rd~W:t: ( t s ) inoh~Ydk ~yreaid::~o:
1
fl~,ad r1 1~ ; nguse;d tht~::~~:~o r n~ y e s
0
e~su~g~n;ed~~~teo;:.~f:u~nd:~ University (including branch u ge s u en erv1ces a .
campuses) would be around $29 already reviewed them without groups finance profit making
million or about $2 million m.ore regard to any projected activit ies. The money borrowed
difference between income and would be replaced possibly with
expenses because at the time I interest. Whatever the amount
didn't know what it (~ifference left in the fund, ·it was to be
of income versus budget) was · ,carried from year to year.
going to be," Pollock said. 'Pollock said the order for
Budget Board chairer Pat reallocating the revolving fund
GUARDIAN' 
Ba stien reviewed student came from the Controller's
activities budgets and said she office. " In the budgetary
was never given a target figure process, it has to be carried eachApril 3, 1975 Vol 11 Issue 44 ' · __} by the administration, but year. There's no new money
Bastien was told to stay in the involved. It's a bookkeeping
$100,000 range. process."
The total amount of subsidies The student act ivities
for student activit ies for (including Student Caucus) for
1975-76 is tentatively $96,000 1974-75 stands at $103,000.
as compared to this year's Next year, the actual amou nt of
$85,000. The amount is student subsidies will be
tentative because it may be due . $96,000 or $8,000 less than this
· for more cuts. year. By 'reallocating' the
Whether the $11,000 revolving fund , the figure is
d ifference between the two boosted to $ 111,000.
figures represents an increase of A number of other new
a decrease depends on one's [Continued on p 7] 
Wright State University 
Student mailboxes okayed 
by Tom Snyder the mailboxes, which Akron
Neither rain nor sleet nor snow enjoys, is better student
will stay the WSU administratiQn communicat i on between
from its rounds. ind ividuals and any organization
Last week, the President's wh ich des ir ed to contact
Advisory Council approved a ;students easily and quickly.
pro po sa l fr om Execut ive Ko ch said she wou ld
D irect or of Student appreciate any student opinions
Administrative Service Elenore or suggestions. Her office is
Koch and Director of the located in the Executive Wing in
Student Information System Allyn hall.
Wayne Peterson which would
establish 15 ,000 student
A quickie redecorating job over break has left Wright S tation with a new paint job (featuring white, 
Brownmailboxes on campus.
orange, yellow and green) and partitions cut down to shoulder level. The name is n~xt to follow as a Koch said the system will be
contest is underway to pick a new one. [Bob Zeid photo] operating by this fall quarter. blasts
he proposal is an attempt to mediacut ' mailing costs for theTut.oring cuts back services 
T'
up. iv ersity, ' espe.cially in by Michael Graham .

r~istration where mailing of · Tony Brown, Executive
by Frank Sal$burg study students, the amount tutoring can still pay for the student fee statements costs . director and host of the Public
A severe cutback in the special subsidized by the federal services said Shearer. She 
 nearly $10,900 a year. Broadcasting System's showservices tutorial program due to g<:>vernment. pointed out that since tutors are This year, mailing costs for the Black Journai, spoke 'on Racism,budget difficulties has been Students wishing a tutor paid · by the hour a group of total university cost $146,651. Genocide and the media Mondayannounced by Dr Anne Shearer, should check with the special students could .share a tutor in Koch believes the university as part of the Bolinga lecturedirector of the Special Services services office in Allyn. Shearer the same subject and split the can save more than enough series.
program. · sa id their gpi's would be costs. Shearer said a standard money to cover the' cosf of the Brown, who was introduced asAccording to Shearer tutoring checked and eligibility for charge for these services would student mailboxes, which will ''b rilliant, d y nam ic andfor Spring quarter will be limited tutoring determined. be worked out with tutors. cost between 40 cents to $1 for courageous" by Bolinga directorto those students whose grade Shearer said Veterans were the A side effect of the cutback is each box. Dr Artbur Thomas, spoke to anl>Oint average does not exceed a on l y e xception t o th e its effect on the tutors. Shearer Two weeks ago, she ·and aµdience composed of WS.Ulllaximum level, with assistance restrictions. Veterans needing said about 90-100 were Peterson visited the University 14udents, senior citizens and areaProvided only the two weeks · assistance should check with the employed the last two quarters, of Akron, which has a similar qigh school studepts.before mid-terms and the two Special Services offices, she but available funds would system for its mostly commuter · Brown said that he asks peoplebefore finals. , added. provide employment for only campus. to distinguisb between racism,.The budget difficulties stem Students not eligible for half, . and thei;e for shorter Koch said Peterson is discriminationandbigotry.from a higher than expected · peri<;>ds of time. · conducting the bidding for the ;r The result, Brriwn contends, isusage of tutoring services fall . r / . construction of·the boxes. that most people do not know
and winter quarters. Shearer She said several rooms have.N-o money· u.or signs the difference between the ter.msreported that 527 students were ,been ,considered possibil\ti~. recism, bigotry, andtutored those quarters, rather . by Gary Floyd _ ' She said Vice-president Andrew discrimination.than the 350 expected, and the The twin "WSU" signs, which ori administrators to spend the
tnajority were assisted in more 
Spiegel walked through ·the Brown showed surprise whensport an estimated $18,000 price University budget wisely." rooms with her. an American Psychiatrist boardthan one course. tag, and created a campus As for the petitions circulated The mailboxes will be put in v o t e d n o t t o m a k eAn additional grant of $2000 controversy has evidently fallen after the announcement of the the room which . can fit t he h~mosexuality a d isease; but stillbas been obtained by Shearer victim to the budget crunch. signs, protesting construction, largest amount, with two door~ do not recognize racism as ah orn the Educ a ti o n a l "The signs will not be Kegerreis said. he received only providing access to the chosen disease.Opportu nities Center, a group co~structed ," said WS President one, "and that simply stated room. According to Brown, theas s o c i a t e d w i t h t he ij,obert Kegerreis. "There was t hat the persons felt the Approximately five , to six popular t elevision si:iow GetDa Yt o n - M i a m i Va ll e y simply no room in the budget. U n iversity could spend the hundred student employ!I!ent Christie Love, describes TeresaConsortium to aid in continuing "There are $3.5 million dollars money on other matters." 'hours at $2 per hour will be used G r a v es as . th ethe services. She also expects a wgrth of legitimate requests the "P rese ntly," Kegerreis 
pol ice
to help stuff the mail into t he i department's "best man." Suchrefund from the university for University will not be able to cont inued, "we couldn't even boxes. · comments iiv~ rise to the80% of the salaries paid to work· · ·purchase, there is a great strain have a $1,000 sign J:milt." Koch said an added feat9 re of [Continued on p 6] 
Guardian 

OPINION 

All's not fair 
at Wright State 
The limited space on the editorial page 
couldn't come near to covering all the in­
equities the · students have suffered in the 
name of a balanced budget. 
The already emaciated student organiza­
tions' budget is no different. WWSU, the ra­
dio station, was cut substantially, limiting 
the station once again_ to a wattage which 
doesn't even reach the parking lots. $30,000 
is not ~ wholly unreasonable figure for Tdll.B 
eonsidering all the fine programs offe!~-~ 
The GUARDIAN should progressively increase 
in ·~ize, certainly not decrease. 
We ··recognize that the budget is a per­

ennial pain in the ass, but the hemorrhoidal 

pains of a shrinking student activities 

wouldn't be perennial if it actually got a 

fair ~hare .. · 

When you· think -about it, it's really 
clever how the administration has hidden the 
shaft which they have given student activi­
ties. 
By taking this year's $15,000 ~ in the re­
volving fund and adding it to next year's 
budget, the administration has made the stu­
dent activities budget to look like an 
$8,000 increase to $111,000. But that $15,000 
already exists in this year's figures. 
Thus, in / reality student activities is 
only getting $96,000, a seven percent 
decrease instead of the 12 percent increase 
that they cite, which is wrong anyway. · 
$8,000 is only 8 percent of this year's 

figure of $103,000. 

The ·administration's slight of hand is 

clearly evident, not to mention highly ob­

jectional. 

The administration, in making their cuts, 
cites a $3 million deficit, yet they decline 
to give anybody facts 'and figures about how 
they are making these 'cuts and on what basis. 
In addition, they have created the 
budgetary review committee which they claim 
has a major say in who gets what. However, 
the fact remains that the committee is just 
a rubber stamp of Executive Vice-president 
Andrew Spiegel, who tells them whep they 
meet and who has already been very active 
in outlining what cuts have to be made. . 
Spiegel cites unavoidable increased costs. 
Well, the GUARDIAN also has experienced some 
unavoidable increased costs in printing. 
And lest Spiegel gets· all the blame, re­
member that it is Robert J Keger~eis who is 
.president at this university. 
In case Spiegel has forgotten, we'd like 
to remind him that this university owes its 
existence to the people who are willing to 
pay for its services-- the students. Until 
the administration provides the university 
community with an open, and we repeat open, 
budgetary process, then they can kiss that 
communi,ty' s support goodbye, if it hasn't . 
left already. 
What kind of fools are we . . 
In case you haven't "figured it out yet, 
this is our April Fool's issue. The stories 
on pages 1,2,10,11 and 12. The stories on the 
other page~ are entirely true, though not all 
of them may be serious. We hope this issue 
will put to rest all desires to "put Wriqht' 
State on the map." 
Snyde Comments 
WSU has identity
 
by Tom Snyder 
Since the theme of our April 
Fool's issue seems to be the 
preoccupation in certain 
administrative circles of trying 
to "put Wright State on the 
map," it also seems to be an 
appropriate topic for this 
column. 
With an apthetic student 
population, a.1d a nowhere 
location on the ontstirt~ of one 
of the deadest cities in the 
country, WSU suffers from the 
greatest identity problem since 
Jesus' surrogate father Joseph. 
Naturally, the administration 

is concerned with creating 

interest in Wright State as a good 

college to go to (and, academic 

wise, I think it is). 

'However, their concern often 
reaches exorbitant proportions, 
such as the medical school. And 
often, it is directed in the wrong 
direction, suc.h as those 
godawful signs they were 
planning to build. 
In their concern for creating a 
basketball program, they 
overlook the high return which 
student activities provide. 
Student activities should at 
least have a budget double that 
of basketball, but instead, the 
basketball program has a budget 
which amounts to over 
three-fourths the total student 
activities budget. 
Less than a thousand students 
show up a each basketball game. 
At least that many attended 
Center Board's last Pop night. At 
least five thousand students pick 
u·p the Guardian. And Student 
Caucus and the ·student 
Ombudser serve all 12,000 
students. 
Two things made me come to 
WSU. One was its close 
proximity to my permanent 
residence in Dayton, and the 
other was its cheap cost. 
Only one thing really makes 
me stay; working on the 
Guardian. 
As I see it, the way that 
student activities and student 
organizations are treated here on 
campus by the administration is 
like WSU had no basketball team 
whatsoever. 
We are told to keep our 
growth to the bare necessity 
while the administration, despite 
President Robert Kegerreis' 
assurances when he gave 
Vice-president Spiegel more 
responsibility, has grown to. the 
point where vice-presidents and 
executive assistants and associate 
and vice provosts are as common 
as cars in the parking lots at this 
commuter campus. 
: When WWS U can reach a 
whole community for a few 
extra thousand with an 
educational radio station, it 
doesn't make sense to spend 
another $4,000 for basketball 
which no longer even has its TV 
·contract, ar.d usually gets less 
news space than UD's team 
anyway, even when that team 
suffers its first losing season in a 
quarter century. 
Student activities are always 
the ones to get strangled first. 
But, it is student activities V:hich 
·problem 

many times is the only reason 
students come here on the 
weekends, or stay here on a 
Friday when May-Daze occurs. 
If the administration really 
wanted to spread the word 
about WSU and give this campus 
the vibrant spirit ~hich it has 
always lacked, then it would do 
well to spend its money on one 
of the best PR opportunities it 
has student activities. 
At lePst give us $160,000, or 
double the amount spent on 
basketball. 
It's only fair. But perhaps 
fairness isn't the administration's 
strength. 
If it isn't, then I can onl~ 
assume that injustice is the­
a d m i n i s t r.a t i o n ' s o n Iy 
preoccupation. 
Studenf,S .get pamphlets 

(CPS)-Student leaders in 
BTitain recently received 
pamphlets on how to stage 
lakeovers·of college buildings. 
According to the 4500 work 
document, . issued by the 
National Union of Students, 
takeovers should be planned in 
advance with necessary 
comforts, food and other 
materials ready to go when the 
decision is made. 
The paper advises that a 
takeover take place soo_n after a 
vote to do so is conducted, 
before the administration finds 
out or a lot of people change 
their minds. 
"Don't allow staff to lock 
doors, drawers, files or 
·offices:-just stand in the way. 
Don't allow staff to take 
anythmg with them except 
personal belongings," the paper 
instructs for the preliminary 
stage of a takeover. 
Once in control of the 
building, the Union suggests, all 
but one doorway should be 
blocked off with anything 
handy, padlocks recommended 
if available, to restrict access to 
the building. 
While in the building, time 
_should be spent on research. ­
"Files can be very revealing. A 
lot of 'dirt' can ·often be found 
out about the authorities; every 
use should be made of such 
information. Do not remove.files 
from offices permanently but 
photocopy incriminating 
documents." 
The instructions also include 
some don'ts: "It is better not to 
allow dope into an occupation as 
it gives the police a pretext for 
_entering the occupied area. It is 
also useful to try and make sure 
that the occupation does not 
b~ome a drunken orgy," the 
booklet cautions. 
Photo 
To the editor: 
The continued display of your 
ignorance in captioning the 
photographs of .student art 
serves no one. 
We suggest that the student 
newspaper of an educational 
institution serve to educate its 
readers. 
In the future we recommend 
that you take the time to 
identify the student and caption 
on the photograph with a brief 
statement of the artists' intent. 
0 ne solution · might be to 
recruit an Art Student to 
provide these captions. 
Signed: Mary _Fitzge~ald 
Kimmerly Kise~ 
Ernest Koerlin 
David Leach 
Edward Levine 
Thomas Macaulay 
Raymond Must 
Robert Sibbison 
William Spurlock 
Jud Yalkut 
wanted to fire someone we GUARDIAN&would have been as inept as the
article suggests. inhabitants or massacring those Before looking elsewhere,Billy J Franklin, who stood by their homes and · shouldn't the · department firstProfessor & Chairer 
Department of Sociology, 	
fields." What was Deir Y~in consider retaining the person
(April 9, 1948), where well over who has already demonstratedAnthropology and Social Wark 200 Palestinians were massacred competence and who has given
and what the historian Toynbee time and energy to the
To the editor: calls "comparable to the crimes university? 
As the Guardian, I too found committed by the Nazis against It seems to me that the system
the handouts that were passed the Jews." Or Menachem Begin's proposed by Dr Marc Low at the
out on Mid-East Week at WSU boa'§t that " of the about March 14 Faculty Affairs 
lac.k ing. They were both 800,000 Arabs who lived in the Committee hearing would 
rhetorical and condescepding. present territory of Israel, only provide a wise alternative to the
Yet in a simple shrug of a some 165,000 are still there." widespread use of no n-renewable
shoulder and a wave of the hand, In fact of the first 37 0 Jewish contracts. The t hree-year
I feel that the Guardian used settlements established after continu ing contract which~~~~~~~~----------------••ili~ ~flclsu~~~m~~st 1948, 350 were on the property would be renewed only if theTo the editor: within the faculty · all the Palestinians and people of evicted Arabs. Israel took department " marshaled itsAs .a rule, I avoid responding It was irrelevant, however, to like myself who see some merits o ver Arab towns, 10,000 forces" behind the facultyto newspaper stories, because at the fact that her contract with in their struggle into the roles of businesses and some 30,000 member would leave open the~half the time the responses the University terminated in either naive or acres citrus (from offools blood of groves p ossibility retention butappear in print with about as June,' 1975, and that the sipping terrorists who cool their which it drew % of its foreign w o uld not encourage anymany errors as did the stories temporary position which she morning tea with a "negative exchange earnings). Arab losses unrealistic hopes. This systemthat provoked them. occupied would be eliminated nihilism and Machiavellian in property and revenue had by would also have the benefit ofThe front page story of March on that date. In discussing these philosophy (which) is too often 1962 reached over $2000 nec essitating careful yearly10, entitled "Smith says matters with Ms Smith, I a part of American radical million ' dollars. Of this, UN evaluations of faculty under1ifestyle' caused dismissal" is so informed her that she could groups." Commander Elmo Hutchison li mited c ont r a cts. Withfallacious, indeed, malicious, apply for the new permanent The Guardian in one simple wrote "Every step in the non-renewabl e co n t racts,that I am unable to exercise the position. In the event we were statement neatly ignores the establishment of the Zionist meaningful evaluations areusual restraint . 	 unable to locate a person with basic questions of a Palestinian state .has been a challenge to eliminated. ·
The facts relevant to Ms the preferred credentials, she state, the prior ownership of the justice" and Zionest Jan Kinche 
 Non-renewable co n tractsSmith's position at Wright State would be consid~red by the land, the Palistinian refugee in Seven Fallen Pillers says " the create two additional problemsUniversity are as follows. 	 Ms department personn e l problem, and the everyday orgy of whichlooting and wanton I feel your committee
Smith has occupied a temporary committee by the same criteria question of survival that the. destruction hangs like a black should consider. One of these
po$ition in Sociat Work since she as would other applicants. She Palestinian refugees have faced pall over almost all the Jewish concerns the definition of "fully .
joined the faculty in September, has never submitted an for the last 25 years. T_he military successes." affiliated" faculty . If an
1973. She accepted t he position application. Guardian merely gives a knowing To excuse the Israeli deadly individual enters the faculty
upon signature of a fixed-term Subsequent to this conference, wink and states "Rat her than get violence against innocent people under a non-renewable contract,
contract, September 1973-June, Ms Smith asked the department involved in the complicated issue is to deny Palestinians the right can he truly· be considered "fully
1974. promo ti o n a nd tenure of whether Israel should have to life. Justifiying it by pointing affiliated"? Can an individual be
The department retained the committee to conduct an been made a Jewish state in the to Palestinian guerrilla raids does considered fully affiliated wheretemporary position for a second evaluation of her credentials and first place, much less whether it not end the violence, but only hi s responsibilities to the
year and Ms Smith was again performance materials and to should continue as is, we will sanctifies further violence. university are concerned but notoffered a fixed-term contract, prepare a report of that only say this: To excuse the 	 James L Carter with regard to promotion andSeptember, 1974-June, 1975. As evaluation that she might use in radical Palestinian groups deadly tenure rights?
is standard procedure. the applying for other positions. violence against innocent people (Editor's note: the Guardian T h e person on acoulraet was accompanied by a As an aside , the department is to deny Jewish Israelis the has in the past condemned acts non-renewable contract seems to
Jetter rei terating the terminal promotion and t e nu r e right to life. Justifying it by of violence by both sides as . t h tegory ·. . . l la . . h fa11 mo some azy cadate of t he contractual · committee 	 mimica to a sting peace m t e. · is elected by t he pointing to Israeli raids , on M"ddl E 	 .d b t p t ' l d f 11) 	 - m1 way e ween ar 1a ~n uarrangement. faculty-at-large, comprised of guerrila bases does not end the l e ast. affiliation. His obligations to the
During the term of the second two tenured and two untenured violence, but only sanctifies 	 university and his relationship tocontract, Ms Smith began talking department faculty and one further violence." other members of the universityabout going back to graduate tenured faculty from outside the Of course, I do not support community have never 	 been~hool, either to work on a department. The composition terrorism. yet I must question 
(Editor's note: this is a copy of a 
clearly defined.

doctorate in social work or to for the current year is two what the Guardian supports.'It is 
memo sent to the facuity affairs The second problem concerns
earn a law degree. During the 	 committee) 
males, one tenured and o ne too often that the media 	 retirement be nef its. Thesame period o f time, enrollments untenured, and two females, one 	 To the edito r: stereotypes the people of the 	 university must not continue toin Social Work were holding tenured and one untenured. The Middle East. Images flash I n my opinion, non-renewable ignore the facf that personsrather steady; consequently, committee complied 	 lim ited-term co ntracts should bewith Ms through my mind in a montage 	 under contracts limited to lessProfessor Good, Director 	 of Smith's request and the results used only in rare cases, whenof black and white silhouettes. 	 than five years will not be
Social Work, and I began were provided to her in writing. We all know that the entire unusual individual circumstances eligible for benefits under theDegotiating with the Dean of the As far as the department is Israeli make the continuing contract army is composed of 	 STRS and yet are forced to
College of Liberal Arts for a concerned, the contents of that striking western men and women inappropriate. The most obvious contribute to that retirement
permanent position funded at a evaluation are confidential, to be rushing to the front to save God example of such a case would be plan. To make matters worse, 
sufficient level to permit the released only by Ms Smit h and country. Why, their cities th e o ne o r two year the individual is, at the 	same
Jecruitment of a doctorate in Contrary to the implications almost look like California and appointment of a distinguished time, failing to accumulate any
Slcial work. of Ms Smith's statement as their military uniforms like professo r "visiting" . Wright Social Security benefits. This is aWe succeeded in these printed in the Guardian, faculty khaki tinted tennis outfits. And State. legal problem., for the facultynegotiations, and Ms Smith was and students have systematic the Arabs, why the Arabs, they I believe it would be a mistake member is being denied his rightP?Omptfy reminded upon her input in the hiring, retention, are murderers with veiled facm, to give such contracts to t<;> equal protection under thereturn to campus in September promotion, and tenure decisions flaiming robes and long thin regularly affiliated faculty. Yet law.that her obligation to the of full-time faculty hired under swor<\_s ready to slice the throats there are departments which, As ·one who has been affectedUniversity would terminate in c o n t i nu i n g e mp1 o y men t of any innocent babe who faced with the prospect of being by the use of limited-termJune, 1975 , as would the contracts in this department. wandered t<:>o f;tr from her "frozen" into place by lar:ge contracts, I am gratefUl to yourUniversity's obligation to her. Faculty also are routinely mother's womb. This, I feel, is numbers of tenured faculty, committee for taking this issueAfter a description 'of the inyolved in the hiring and the type of "negative nihilism favor the use of non-renewable under consideration. There is a :ancy in the new position was retention of part-time and and Machiavellisn philosophy lim ited contracts at the lower ·clear and urgent need for writtened with our Affirmative temporary faculty when such (that) is too often a part o f l evels. Persons under such policies in this area-policies Action Officer, the informat ion positions exist. American (newspapers), which contracts have absolutely no which , while recognizing~.submitted to the Council on If Ms Smith insists upon claim, fal sely, an affinity and hope of retention. Even if they administrative constraints, alsoIal Work Education for defining herself as having been understanding of " the Middle prove to be highly competent recognize the human needs ofi>Ublication in the profe~ion's fired, there is obviously little East ." and exceptionally valuable to the faculty member. .This is,'-tional newsletter. 	 the department, andthat anyone can do to change It is of course terrorism to kill 	 even if after all, a community of people,Shortly after this sequence of her mind. Such a contention is the innocent. But what is department needs change over a it 	 not a community (to borrow theevents, I had an extensive 	 period of time, they may not benot, however, supported by any when the Israelis level an ent ire 	 administration phraseology) ofCOnference with Ms Smith. She communication she has received town in .their raids on guerrilla considered for retention. Such a · "hard" and " soft" "slots."•as concerned t hat the Director from this institution. As she was bases? Do their military situation is detrimental both to . Marion Polzella:r Social Work had told her that reported to have said, " .. I had uniforms negage them from the department · and to the
eCOUid n0t recommend her for anticipated a more professional terrorism? In. fact, was not the individual.
::ther teaching positi~n, but behavior." Apparently, we must Israeli state. . foupded on The administration has argued To the' editor:
It the Would write a supporting a 11 face occasion a 1 terrorism? If not, what were the that, should an opening Uno Mundo Humedo
eter for admission to graduate disappointment. Irgun, the Stern Gang and the materialize, the individual under El seco d,ia azul celeste~hoQI. This statement reflected I suppose the thing that u psets Hagunah who Dr - Hocking in a non-renewable contract could Ya no existe hasta que
personal judgment of her me so much personally about Peace by Persuasion in the resubmit credent ials and ~ 1Ilene de agua oscura.~0rtnance at Wright State~ but Monday's cover story is the Middle East claims ,·'began considered alo ng with other Maria E Williams\'.;as a judgment that was not implication that if I and the openly to attack ·Arab villages applicants. T his, it seems to me,1 
bout support elsewh~re Director of Social Work had and dties, driving . out the is a- difficult system to defend. 
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News Shorts 

Student teaching 
Student teaching 
applications for Fall quarter 
will be available in Room 
320M through · April 11, 
1975. 
Volunteers 
Cerebral palsied child needs 
volunteers for Doman-De­
lacato exercise program, 
especially for Saturday 
mornings and as substitutes, 
for approximately one hour a 
w~ek in the Huber Heights 
area. Please call Kay 
Smithson, 233-8458. 
Education externship 
A three-session Education 
Adm in i~trative Externship 
emphasizing educational 
issues and administrative 
problem-solving will be 
conducted by the Wright 
State University College of 
Education and College of 
Continuing and Community 
Education. 
Sessions will be April 11 
and 12 on "Management by 
Objectives," May 9 and 10 on 
"Curriculum Improvement," 
and June 6 and 7 on 
"Alternative Education 
Programs." Conducted at the 
Kettering Center of Wright 
State, 140 East Monument 
A venue, the workshops will 
begin at 6 pm Fridays, 
resume at 8: 30 am Saturdays 
and end at 4 pm. 
Cost for the three-credit 
course will be $105. 
Registration will be at the 
first class meeting April 11. 
To reserve a place, interested 
educators should contact Dr 
Hal Gaddis, College of 
Continuing and Community 
Education, by calling 
426-6650 , extension ?16. 
Computer Workshop 
Wright State .is offering a 
workshop on "Computer 
Familiarization for Managers 
and Administrators" in April. 
The course, which will be 
limited to 30 persons with 
little or no prior computer 
training, will teach 
participants to write 
computer programs and to 
run the Wright State 
computer. The workshop is 
being offered through the 
College of Continuing and 
Community Education. 
Class meetings will be 7 to 
10 pm April 7 and April 9 
and 9 am to 12 noon April 12 
in room 119 Oelman Hall on 
the Wright State main 
campus. Cost for the course 
will be $50. 
For further information, 
call Dr Walter A Beckdahl at 
426-6650~ extension 216. 
Dayton Philharmonic 
Misha Dichter will appear ·as 
the featured guest artist with 
the Dayton Philharmonic 
Orchestra on April 16, 1975 
at 8: 30 pm in Memorial Hall 
as the final concert of the 
1974-1975 season. 
Dichter will perform 
Beethoven's Piano Concerto 
No 3 in C Minor in the April 
16th program.,In addition, Dr 
Paul Katz has programmed 
Symphony No 2 in D Major 
by Jean Sibelius and Overture 
to Euryanthe by Carl Maria 
von Weber. 
Tickets are available at the 
Dayton Philharmonic 
Orchestra Association office 
at the new location in the 
Biltmore Towers Hotel for: 
$7 .00, $6.00, $5.50, $4.50 
and $3.50. 
Education Assistantships 
·Applications are now being 

accepted for Graduate 

Assistants in the College of 

Education for the 1975-76 

Academic Year. 

. Applications are available in 
Room 320 Millett Hall. The 
deadline for filing is April 30. 
Hamlet 
The New Shakespeare 
Company, a group of 25 
professional actors from ·san 
Francisco, will perform 
"Hamlet" on Saturday April 
12 at Antioch College. The 
performance, sponsored by 
the Antioch Area Theatre, 
··wm occur at 8 pm in Kelly 
Hall (in the Main Building of 
the College). 
Information and 
reservations for the New 
Shakespeare Company's 
"Hamlet" may be obtained 
by calling 864·1461, toll-free 
from Dayton and Springfield. 
Lost and Found 
Ladies diamond ring found 
in Library parking lot. 
Will be returned upon 
presenting positive 
identification. 
Inquire at Security Office 
Monday thru Friday 8: 30 am 
to 5:00 pm in Room 241 
Allyn Hall. 
Japanese Sculpture at DAI 
The Eugene W Kettering 
Collection of Miniature 
Japanese Metalwork will be 
on exhibition in the Italian 
Dining Room of the Dayton 
Art Institute March 22 
through April 20 . The 
Collection is composed 
primarily of fittings for the 
Samurai sword . 
Pledge Delphi 
Theta Delta Phi fraternity is 
holdin.g a Pledge Boiler 
s ·aturday at 8 pm at its house 
in Dayton located at 480 
West Grand avenue. 
All this week, from 10 am 
to 3 pm, the Delphis also 
have a pledging table in the 
upper lobby of the University 
Center. Sign-up sheets, with 
no obligation, are at the table 
for people interested in 
pledging the fraternity. 
They are also holding an 
open house ·each night this 
week starting at 6 pm at 480 
Grand.. 
Directions to the house can 
be obtained from any 
member or at the pledging 
table. 
Genwakai Karate Club 
The Genwakai Karate club 
will be accepting new 
members the first two weeks 
of Spring quarter. Any 
interested persons should 
come to the Dance room in 
the PE building between 4 
and 6 Monday, Tuesday, 
Tl:mrsday, and Friday. 
Any student, faculty 
member, ·or administrator is 
welcome. Fees incurred will 
include $4.50 per quarter for 
dues, and $6 annually for 
registration. 
American Folk Art 
An exhibition of the 
Herbert R Collins Collection 
of Early American · Painted 
Tinware is at the Dayton Art 
Institute in Gallery B through 
April 20. 
Green Mansion Walks 
A series of nature walks, led 
by naturalists from the 
Dayton-Montgomery County 
Park District , begin this 
Sunday at 2:30 pm at the 
Enr;lewood Reserve. The next 
one will be April 13, 2:30 pm 
at the Taylorsville Reserve. 
Brown 
(Continued from p ~] 
''Sapphire syndrome" where 
black women are made to look 
like men. 
"Stop thinking that the only 
way Black people have worth is 
to be in proximity with white 
people,'' Brown said. 
"The 1954 Supreme Court 
decision to desegregate schools is 
an example of institutional 
Racism," said Brown. "The 
reason people don't get along is 
because we have all been turned 
into liars," Brown said. 
"White people have run 
America into the ground. You 
cannot . blame our youth for 
using dope if you drink 400 
gallons of liquor," Brown 
offered. 
"I am sick and tired of the 
Autobiography of Miss Jane 
Pitman. Her autobiography is 
just a reason not to do the 
autobiography of Nat Turner or 
Malcolm X," stated Brown. 
White America cries because it 
has eight per cent 
unemployment , bu t black 
America has lived in a depression 
for four hundred years, sta/tef 
Brown. 
The freedom oI black people, 
Brown said, rests not w ith white 
Europeans or with the Chinese, 
but with Black people. Blacks 
must learn · to li berate 
themselves. 
Personal Growth Workshops 

WOMEN'S AWARENESS GROUP 
Are ·you interested in being involved with a group of other WSU women to 
discuss your role as a woman in today's society? Among the topics which we 
will consider are money, power, sex, monogamy and childhood . Please 
indicate preferred hours for meetings when signing up in Counseling Services. 
Leader: Marcia Emanuel 
ENRICHMENT FOR COUPLES 
A growth _experience for couples, either persons who are married, or those 
who are attempting to live together in a close relationship. The main objective 
of the course is to recognize, discover and experience the most satisfying and 
enriching elements in close relationships. Please indicate preferred hours for 
meetings when signing up in Counseling Services". Limit 5 couples. 
Leader: Earl Zwetschke 
VOCATIONAL/LI FE PLANNING WORKSHOP 
Wondering what to do with your life? We don't have the answers; but, the 
Counseling Services is offering a workshop designed to provide students a 
chance to formulate realistic vocational/life goals. 
TIME: Thursday 3-5. Four weeks starting April 17. 17. 
Leader: John Clodfelter 
MALE/FEMALE: ON BEING HUMAN 
We intend to explore how our sex roles limit us and make us only partial 
people. We will not press for change or eliminating sex roles completely , but 
we will ask each person to discover disowned parts of self and to practice 
making contact with persons rather than sex role stereotypes. 
TIME: Monday 3-5 starting April 7 
Leaders: Marcia Emanuel & Lee Blackwell 
.GESTALT THERAPY WORKSHOP 
Workshop for- the weekend of April 18-20, 1975 has been filled; however, 
future weekends will be held. If you are interested, please sign up now. 
Leader: Lee Blackwell 
r-----------------------------­1
I Name Date------:-- ­
1
I Address Phone,______ 
I 
I Name of Workshops __________________ _ 
I 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
IPlease Return to Counseling Services, 135 Gelman 
I . . 
I 

I 

I 

. ApYil 3, 1975 GUARDIAN Wrong State 7 ·Jackson named coach Men ':s tennis undefeated
by Gordon Brown Assumption in the National by Gordon Brown Rose to defeat Tornello and
Although no contract has b.een semifinals. ~ackson's final year The Wright State University Morris to insure the 9-0 ·sweep. .ned as yet, it appears Wright at Coe in.1973-1974 saw an 18-5 men's tennis team .bej!an th..eir Two areas in which Wright~te will have a new head record . season in perfect style · Monday State has improved is in depthbasketball . coach in Marcus Jackson will be the first black afternoon as they demolished and doubles play. "We hope to ·J ks<>D 34, who was head head coach of a predominately Wilmington College 9-0 at the have a reserve schedule," notedac ch ~ Dartmouth University white college in this area. A WS U tennis courts.:aNew Hampshire,_ a Division I press conference will be held Wright State tennis coach Gary Wilkerson, "as we have twelvemen." Wilkerson also noted that~bool, this past season. . Wilkerson, however, describedtoday at 2:45 pm to officially the team has "worked a lot onJackson had little success with announce . Jackson as the new Wilmington as "very weak, with our doubles and we feel we'vethe Ivy league school, which head basketball coach of Wright only three players capable of improved a lot in that area. I'dfinished 8-18 in 1974-75. He was State and to introduce him to college competitio n. (This game) definitely say we should have avery successful with Coe College this area. is not indicative of what we are w inning season."in Cedar Rapids, Iowa the Jackson is bringing his capable of doing." Wright State t akes t heir 1-0previous three years, howe er v . assistant coach from Dartmouth, Don Kesseler, who is the record against a tough UniversityIn the 1971-1972 season Coe Jerry Holbrook, with him to number one rated player for the of Dayton squad here at -thewas 14-8, in 1972-1973. th~y Wright State. Jim Brown- will Raiders, defeated Wilmington's Wright State tennis courts,were 24-1 and finished first m remain as assistant coach for the . Marcus Jackson Wayne Rittenhouse 6-1; 6-3. Friday at 2 pm. In .case ofthe NCAA Division II Midwest Raiders. Number Two rated Pat Thomas inclement weather the matchesRegionals and lost to had the closest call when in the will be played in the Physicalfirst set of his match he Education Building.narrowly escaped Mike GriffithRaiders split opening doubleheader. 7-6 but blasted his opponent

by Gordon Brown 10-1 in the opener, scoring seven thr~w four . scoreless mnmgs 6-0 ' in the second set. Jim

Wright Stat e University's runs in the first two innings off while WSU built a 4-0 lead. Nickila (No 3) crushed Candy dandy
Jay
baseball squad of Raider starting pitcher Markbegan their Myro n 6-1; 6-4. Ron Westfall
season at a cool .500 pace, South. T (No 4) easily handled Timsplitting a doubleheader at ln the second game, the h e 
Raiders · face Sinclair Kaufman 6-1 ; 6-1. Larry Carter 
in hoop pool 
Miami University over the spring Ra iders fared much better, Community College tomorrow (No 5) whipped Tyler Tornello
break this past Wednesday. winning 6-4, due mainly to the at 3 pm in Wright State's home 6-2; 6-2 and Steve Watring (No 
Candy Gray, by virtue o f 80%
pitching of Bob Grote, who opener. correct predictio ns, won theMiami crushed the Raiders 6) took David Morris 6-1; 6-1. Guardian grand basketball pool,In Doubles competition the the title of Grand Prophet ofteam of Kesseler and Thomas forand TV coverage it would Basketball and the $25 grand
. / probably cost us much more." 
the Raiders beat Rittenhouse prize.
Activities budget cut 
and Griffith 6-4; fr-3 . . The combo[Continued from p 3] cuts," said Guardian Editor Candy can collect the bread byof Westfall and Carter crushedTom Snyder. Because the bringing herself and any old IDthe total outlook of student administration has had an Myron and Kaufman 6-0;· 6-1. to · the Guardian office, roombudgets. For example, Caucus requests Nickila teamed up with Marcthe increase of income over their 046 University Center.income is now incorporated into projected income of this year by student participation
the total operating buoget. about three millio·n dollars over Student CaucusIncome among the student last year and whatever that 
is 
activities amounts to about increase is, the budget s should 
requesting all Wright State 
$30,000 the bulk of it going to s,tudents to please fill out andincrease that much. 
\heUCB and Guardian.Thiswill "I' m . tired of the 
return the faculty /course
evaluations that they receivedinlJate the budget t o about· . administration bullshit about with their grades.$14'),000 . . budget cuts when other p~rts ofAnother paper increase is that the University have increased at 
T he evaluation can be 
budgets wil l mail ed to Wright Statenow carry 100 a far higher rate than student University, Student Caucus orpercent salar ies of those stud~nts activ ities," S nyder said. hande.d in at 033 Univon work-study.. I ~ previ~: Pollock said the 12 percent Center. years, the orgamzat10~s carr~ that student organizations may
only. 20 p~rcent of their salaries. get is not uniform for other
~ast1en sa 1 LEONARD'S~ al t hough these new departments in the University.
figures don t represent any true "There are areas that will get far
increase they w ill affect the less than this 1Jercent (12) and
presentation of the budget. some will get ~uch more. res .a 
Pollo~k said , "We must have at question of priorities." 
least six hundred budgets and "I made total cuts of $45,000
When Vice President Andrew . in athletics and the PE building.
Spiegel is going through eve:1 That inciuded intran:rnrals and W JAMES BRIDGES Presents
budget he looks at what the the PE building itsel( With the 4011 Dayton-Xenia Rd
budget office has done. They kind of cuts I've had to make I 'Corher.qf Grange·Hall 
EXCLUSIVE SO OHIO APPEARANCE
Dlark down on the budget sheet can't afford to reintroduce & Xentia P.k·
the increase in so much percent. soccer at this time." .426-3627 GEORGE
He asks is this valid? . Despite cuts, the sports
"He never told me to budgets will · increase from
llpecifically cut any part icular $262,000 this year to about
thing in any of the student $300,000 for next .year, a 14.5 ~ CARLINbudgets." Pollock lat er clarified, percent increase. Pollock WINE 
''He did tell me to cut some defended .the sports program as ~
1pecific things out of the student the "least expensive public ICE LI. with Kenny Rankin 
Bervices budget." relations program we've got. If ~·
"I think they're arbitrary we tried to get the same press ~~ TAFT Sun. April 6
.9.._~"f' Theatre 2 showsAbortiorn Information Service l~~ . Cincinnati. 3pm&8pm · 
VERY . CLOSE TO AREA . .f!t~ · BEER All Seats Reserved: $6.50 & $5.50
TICKETS NOW: TICKEl"RON OUTLETS: SEARS STORES~~ (Clncinnati, Covington and Dayton) SHILLITO'S STORES.Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy MA.IL: 
Terminated· By Licensed Physicians ~ - PARTY Forward to TlCKETRON, Box 2501, Cincinnati,Ohio 45201. Checks. payab~e to TICKETRON. Enclose
Immediate Arrangements CJ SUPPLYS stamped, addressed envelope.
will be made with no hassle 
Low rates 

For your convenience open even on Sunday morn ing 
 3VAO
CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE
21·6-631-1·557· Is this ad inside out? 
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Billy Joel doesn't feel like a_ star 

by Bob Zeid 
Billy Joel sat in a room at the 
Holiday Inn hotel, sipping on a 
Frosty root beer. "You don't 
have any Hier's around here?" 
he asked. 
"Yeah, Springfield's famous 
for not having a lot of things," 
replied Nathan Schwartz of 
WwSU. 
"What do I think of 
interviews. I don't think I'm 
interesting," Joel remarked. 
Four Musketeers continues in styl.e 
by Tom Snyder 
There seems to be a major 
misconception about director 
Richard Lester's The Four 
Musketeers, the second part of 
his film of Alexander Dumas' 
classic novel, The Three 
Musketeers. 
Last year, Lester released the 
first part of his film on that 
novel, which he called The Three 
Musketeers, the Queen's jewels. 
Critics have mistaken the 
second part for a sequel, and 
some have even termed it a 
rip-off from the first part. 
To set the record straight, The 
Four Musketeers is not a sequel, 
nor is it a rip-off. 
Because of the length of the 
novel and the film when the 
final shooting was over, it was 
decided that instead of releasing 
the film as a four hour 
marathon, the producers would 
release it as two films of two 
hours. 
By doing this, they not only 
were interested in relieving the 
audience from having to sit 
through a four hour film, but 
they also thought, quite 
logically, that they could make 
more money by releasing the 
whole film in two parts. , 
After all, the cost of a four 
hour movie is more than the 
regular two hour feature, 
particularly considering the 
starring cast of many top-draw, 
expensive actors. 
So both films have to be 
considered as parts of a whole. 
The Four Musketeers holds up 
its part quite well. It retains 
much of the humor and 
excitement of the first. 
One thing which helps cause 
people's misconception of the 
second part is that the second 
part features some sad events at 
the end, as does tte novel itself. 
This presents a major shift in 
tone, which has to be handled 
subtly. 
Lester handles it excellently 
by doing so in a subtle manner. 
He doesn't rub our noses into 
sentimentality. 
The shift in tone however may 
still upset some people. 
Comedy and adventure has 
always been Lester's cup of tea 
as a director. In his rendition of 
Dumas' classic novel, he has 
created an exciting adventure 
story which has many 
entertaining moments. 
Who could ask for anything 
more? 
New-idea in sculpture 

by Vickie Hodson 
Wright State will experience a 
new idea in sculpture next 
Friday, April 4, when New York 
sculptor Stephen Antonakos 
displays his new neon work. 
Created especially for the 
two-story Art Gallery, the work 
is entitled Room for Wright 
State. 
Greek-born Antonakos has 
exhibited widely in the United 
States and abroad. His last 
UCB C\NlrlA 

'"TheTwelve Chairs' 
is one of the 
funniest 
films in 
years!" 
-Show Magazine 
exhibition of ten large scale 
colored neon Sculptures was 
displayed outside the Ft Worth 
Art Museum. 
Neon sculpture makes use of 
neon tubes, familiar to everyone 
from signs and advertising, to 
create new forms in space out of 
pure colored light. The effect is 
somewhat comparable to the 
compositional lines of 
traditional sculpture, but 
Antonakos has made use of new 
forms rather than the traditional 
human figure and solid volume. 
9 allery Director William 
Spurlock, who saw the Ft Worth 
exhibit, viewed it as "without a 
doubt the most ambitious and 
successful neon project yet 
completed." 
The Wright State exhibition 
will open with a public preview 
and reception for the artist from 
8 to 10 pm on Friday. Room for 
Wright State is the second major 
exhibition of the academic year. 
The exhibition, which is open 
to the public without charge, is 
. open through May 4. Art Gallery 
hours are from 10 am to 4 pm 
Monday through Friday, and 12 
noon to 4 pm Sunday. It is 
closed on Saturday. 
"They're flattering and 
confusing. I understand that 
people want to know but I pick 
up tabloids sometimes. Paul · 
Newman said this, who cares?" 
"I don't want to be ·a rock 
star," Joel continued. "I dQn't 
even think of myself as a rock 
musician. People have an image 
of you, that you're a star. I 
don't feel like a star and I don't 
want to be a star. I have a 
certain amount of fame." 
"I'm basically a street person 
and attained a certain amount of 
popularity by making records. 
I'm the same schmuck I was a 
few years ago, a little older now. 
"I like to be with people who 
aren't rock and roll stars, regular 
bar friends. Nothing turns me 
off. It's just there's nothing to 
relate to. I went with Mick 
Jagger to this fancy restaurant. 
Had to wear a suit and all that 
jazz." 
"I'm sitting there and thinking 
I don't have anything to say to 
this guy and he didn't have 
anything to say to me. Hi! How 
do you do? Ta da! I couldn't get 
into that ... that whole scene." 
Joel took another sip of his 
root beer and chuckled. "Some 
of these groups on the road kill 
me. Their limo picks them up 
from the hotel at 7 in the 
morning and they're all dressed 
up in their stage clothes and 
they're just going to drive to the 
airport and take a plane to 
another hotel. High heel shoes 
and the whole outfit. We sit 
around the lobby all seedy." 
Joel, originally from 
Manhattan, moved south and 
then west as he got into the 
heavier aspects of recording. His 
first album, Cold Spring Harbor, 
was released on Warner records 
but things didn't work out. 
"I didn't like the deal on the 
record so I took about l1/2 years 
out of the active recording 
business and went underground 
cause I was getting screwed and 
the people I was with were 
getting screwed. Just bad 
business." 
He worked in a bar as a piano 
man. "My name was Bill 
Martin," he laughed. "And at 
the piano tonight we have Bill 
Martin." 
"It wasn't a bad gig. I got a 
song (Piano Man) out of it 
anyway." 
The similarities in · Joel's 
lifestyle and what he writes 
about are not intended. He said 
his music. is not intended as 
biographical. ("I Am the 
Entertainer is not a totally 
biographic song. It's more of an 
overview of being an entertainer. 
It's not .that tough being an 
entertainer. It beats working in a 
factory. I've done that too." 
"I'm not basically a lyricist. 
I'm basically a musician. I write 
the music first, the lyrics second. 
Lyrics are just impressions 
words subject to relativ~ 
interpretations. 
"The song is a whole. I don't 
include lyrics in the albums and 
a lot of people ask why. That 
would separate the music from 
the words and I don't think 
that's right. Music should be 
heard as one thing and the 
impressions based on that." 
"Do you have any overiding 
theme in your music?" one 
asked. 
"Yeah, don't take any shit 
from anybody," Joel responded. 
"l'tn not bitter. I just tend to 
write cynically. I'm cyncial, not 
critical. I like to poke fun at 
things, or stick pins in balloons. 
I don't like things that are 
supposed to be profound, 
message songs." 
"Maybe some of it (my music) 
is rinky dink. Beatles did some 
rinky dink songs too, like 
Captain Jack. It wasn't supposed 
to be a venemous attack on 
middle class values. I think ifs 
more an impressionistic overview 
of that period (1972). Peer 
pressure. Gotta get high man." 
"Touring after a while, gets to 
be a drag and you want to go 
home," said Joel. "But when 
you're home for a while you 
want to go touring again. You 
get tired of being on the road, 
but as tired as you get, you're o~ 
stage and the audience is ginging 
out this energy thing. Before 
you go on stage, you can feel it 
and I think people in the 
audience can sense it too." 
"I'm myself on stage. It's just 
a lost side of me. Schizophrenia, 
that's my theory." 
"I'll come up with thinks on 
stage that I normally don't come 
up with otherwise. I think I step 
into a time warp or a trance 
because I'll say things and get 
off. People say 'Wow, when you 
said that, that was really funny.' 
Did I say that?' " 
Joel's concert at Wittenberg 
had frenzied pace about it, the 
most amazing part being the 
durability of his digitals. 
Drumming fingers and stomping 
feet couldn't keep up with his 
Root Beer Rag or Billy the Kid. 
After the concert, my fingers 
were still moving. 
Gene's Drive 
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April 3, 1975 GUAFnIAN A lot of students at Night State 9
Yaqµ1 come 	home, <;astenada's neWest opus worthwhile 
(A review of Tales of Power by Separate Reality and Journey to change the course of our lives. 
Carlos Castaneda, Simon and Ixtlan Castaneda wrote an But if we don't have enough 
~husteT, 287 pp, $7.95) introduction explaining to the personal power, the most 
. by Neil Klotz reader how to understand the significant piece of wisdom can
(CP8)-The announcer steps narrative. First he saw Don be revealed to us and the 
into the spotlight and resurrects Juan's teachings as an rev!lation won't make a damn 
one of the great stage nonsense introduction to mind-altering bit of difference."
pbr8SfS. "I now give you," he plants and drugs, then as an For this reason, Castaneda has
l'fS, "a man for whorn no introduction to "seeing" or remained, in the warrior's way, 
~troductions are necessary. indttcing "states of non-ordinary ''inaccessible" to those who
ffere he is--Don Juan!" Don reality" by the "cessation of the demand an introduction to "the
Juan walks onstage, does a few pertinence of my world view." body"-whether of don Juan
lricks, some requests from the Finally Castaneda thought the or of his sorcerer's knowledge.
audience and then breaks for a key was not the drugs but Castaneda's friends are careful 
t"Ommercial . "membe:ship" in the "sorcerer's not to give out his phone
As absurQ as the situation explanation" of the world. number or mailing address. "He 
~nds, many who have read doesn't want to see mail," saidBut, as Don Juan explains inCarlos ·castaneda's accounts of 	 his friend and editor at Simonthe end, the object was not theh~ apprenticeship to the Indian 	 and Schuster, Michael Korda.drugs, seeing; membership or "You could send it to me, butmystic Don Juan have asked for even the sorcerer's explanation.oothing less than a habeas 	 I've made it a point not to passIt was reaching "the totality ofcorpus. "Th is is alf too fantastic 	 it on."oneself," a mystical goal that hasto believe," they ~y. "If this 	 Yet Castaneda is not a hermit, little to do with any of theseim't ali fiction, produce the 	 said Korda. He goes to partiesexperiences.body. Where is Don Juan?" 	 and dinners and visits the UCLATales of Power didn't need anOthers have been all too 	 campus, where he first began theintroduction, because by the 	 for those tired of going throughenarmored with the power time 	
don Juan books as a graduate the same old doors of THECastaneda had finished,described, ready to beat a 	 project. p erception--drug-induced 01framing the teachings for the Great Skate .~chic path to the door of a. 	 "He doesn't want to be a cult otherwise--that leave us stillreader had become foolish. Eachnew pop guru. "This is all too explanation only served to figure, doesn't want to be a · needing introductions to thefar.out," they say. "Can you - guru," said - Korda, "but that totality of ourselves.placate the reason by wideningteach me how to fly, too? How 	 doesn't mean he's as secretive asits grip on reality-which is 	 (CPS)-An estimated 900,000about a spare map to Don Juan's 	 all that. What he won't do is mixlargely unfathomable. 	 legal .abortions were performedplace a nd a letter of 	 with things. He doesn't want toAppropriately, Castaneda 	 in 1974, making it th_e most & Fund-Raisingintroduction?" 	 be exploited-even if it's to hisshows more than expounds in 	 frequently performed legalThe latest , and perhaps last, of 	 advantage."Tales of Power. The stylistic 	 surgicalCastaneda's books, Tales of 	 On Castaneda's future as an procedure after theprogression from the often 	 tonsillectomy.Power should spur both the 	 author, Korda -ventured, "Therepedantic jargon-slinging of si,The 	 The report came in a study ofskeptical literati and would-be 	 have been two 'last' don JuanTeach ings to the lyrical 	 the effects of the Supreme Courtd~iples to their own new books (Journey to Ixtlan and

n,hts. For if anything, Tales pedantic ja~gon-slinging of The Tales of Power), so who can decision o n abortion published 

Teachings to 	 in the January-February issue ofcontains more intensely-colored 	 the lyrical tell?"
reportage of Tales 	 Family Planning Perspective.~ more fantastical events should, in Evm if Castaneda doesn't

alllmore complex advice to the fact, stagger even the most jaded write another book, those we 
In 1972, the year before the 

critic. No fiction writer has ever 	 Supreme Court struck down"man of knowledge" than any 	 have are a gift of immeasurable
changed his style and tone so 	 state laws that restricted the V2 mile east of Dayton Mallof the previous three books. worth: For taken as a whole,

In the beginning Castaneda completely to fit the increased they provide a path with heart 
operation, there were 600,000 

meets his "ally" in the form of a 	 consciousness of the narrator. 
legal abortions. 
moth that sprinkles the gold 	 This "ring of truth" is perhaps 
dost of knowledge on him and 	 the most potent defense against

those who try to 'box the don
enables him to finally "see."

Then Don Juan shows up in Juan books in words like a

"primer on shamanism."Mexico City in a suit and tie,

performing acts of power in the In the end, Tales of Power

probably won't satisfy either­concrete world as easily as in his 
Castaneda's critics or woµld-beown desert o ne. _ Finally~ in a 
junior sorcerers.llurry of amazing revelations 
As don Juan notes in thelhat recap his entire 14-year 
beginning f Tales, "It doesn't'P~rent ice sh ip, Ca sta n~a 

matter what one reveals or what
"'1izes that all his previous
~nceptions . of what Don Juan one keeps to 

lasdoing were wrong. oneself ... Everything we - do, 

.For this reason, Tales of Power everything we are, rests on our

·personal power. If we have
~ a book that also needs no

liroduction- literally. enough of it, one word uttered 

In the previous three books to us might be sufficient t.o 

Teachings of D.on Juan, A
DR
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10 GUARDIAN White State April.3, 1915 $10 million education bill approvedMob sacks executive wing 
appropriation will be used to 
by Tracey Jayne Thompson shepherds from now on. This is by Tom Snyder entertainment addition which redecorate the executive wing. 
, 

ridiculous. I'm the Executive A new education bill which consists of a private heated pool, Allyn hall, said Spiegel. Ill 
An angry mob of 3,000 Vice-President, for Chrissake." will give WSU an estimated extra a movie theatre (with allocations Spiegel said artist Salvad 
students took over the Executive WSU Security said they had no $10 million was signed yesterday . to provide screenings of first-run Dali has been commissioned: 
Wing of Wright State yesterday, idea how the protestors got into by Governor James A Rhodes. films )·, a t el ev ision/stereo/ provide paintings and furnitu . . re 1­taking several dozen hostages. the Executive Wing. One However, P rovost and phonograph complex built with des1gns to give the wing a "No 
The hostages, all secretaries of security person, who asked not · Executi ve Vice-president t he ability to make video type of kinky look." ' 
Executive President Andrew .to be identified, said Fairborn Andrew Spiegel said the increase programs and records, and "We can't expect our staff to ,.
Spiegel, were believed police officers had been called will not affect departmental squash and t ennis courts. be able to work under th 11. unharmed. but when the Fairborn officers budgets which will still be held ·" It's kind of boring being horrible condition that the wi~ It 
The self-styled leader of the got to the scene, "The Fairborn down to present allocations, president of a b ig University like is now decorated in," saij !i> 

protesters, a "Ms X," said the 
 cops said, 'Oh my God, what is with only minor inflation this,,' said Spiegel. " President Spiegel. " After all; hand carv~ It 
protest was to protest student this, let me out of here' and increases. Kegerreis needs something to colonial antique furniture is ou! 
·protests of poor food, left." Spiegel said the $10 million occupy his time. He deserves a this year anyway." 
inade'.Q.uate parking, and the The spokesperson also said instead will be used to build a $2 break today." Finally, Spiegel said the 
English department's "three and Greene county deputies had million extension to Rockafield The rest of the extension administration is consideri~ IJ 
out" policy. been called but had not House, the University President's includes a combination party holding back some of the 
The protestors' demands were responded. The spokesperson mansion. Also, the President will and ballroom, along with 10 funding for the wing's Dl!W 
presented to the University said a request had been turned receive a $4 million Lear jet so guest bedrooms. interior decoration for a TV 

through one of the hostages; into Governor James A Rhodes 
 that he can make quicker trips Spiegel said these will mainly monitoring system of the offic£$
however, University officials for National Guard troops. · .to Columbus to ask the be used to entertain state of student organizations like
would not comment on the The spokesperson said she had iegislature for more money. legislators who are conducting Student Caucus and the 
situation. been assured that Wright State's "We need the jet to step up investigations and writing bills Guardian. 
Spiegel said, however, "I wish request would be acted upon by our lobbying efforts," said concerning the university. "We pay the student worken
they would get out of my office. Rhodes by the end of next Spiegel. "Otherwise, the bite of The University will also hire down there good money to do 
·They're dropping cigarette butts week. inflation will destroy this hostesses to "keep the boys their jobs," said Spiegel. "We 
all over the floor, for Christ's "Keggy-poo," that is, Dr university." entertained ," according to have to make sure our money~ ,1sake. Why'd they have to take Robert Kegerreis, is on a The $2 million extension to Spiegel. being spent wi sely ana P 
over my office? They could have fact-finding tour in Cambodia Rockafield includes a $1 million The rest of the $4 million efficiently down there." 
taken over Keggy-poo's office 
(WSU President and could not be reach~ for Guardian classfieds are free to Wright State students Drop classifieds offRobert J comment. h b I 

Kegerreis), but no, they had to Beyond repeating the . at t e u ls-eye box across from Wright Station, 046 University Center 

break into my office. I'm going protestor's demands, Ms X said or phone 638, 648 or 649 
to demand 24 hour security, only, "This should put Wright 
. barbed wire, and German State on the map." 
Varsity roller derby Guardian Classifieds 
Athletic, Director Don Mohr excellent way for Wright State 
has announced that the to bui.ld up its women's varsity 1973 VW A-1 condition. 
. university plans next year to sports program. For Sale Blue, new tir~s. $2350. Rooms 
make roller derby a ·varsity "It's our first co-ed varsity 426-7 438. 4-3-3 
sport_ sport," said Mohr. "Since we'll DOBERMAN-MALE 6 mos HOME, NEW, ranch style, inFOR SALE: 1965 VW busEstimated cost of the new be the only college old, ears cropped, has all 
1 
team Englewood. Two bedroom~,with 1967 engine-good 1sport, including a $200,000 competing, we'll be national i shots, AKC, black and tan, living room, dining area, \~condition. Call after 5, orskating rink, is $300,000 per champs our first year. That's a ~ friendly. $170 878-3232 after kitchen with built- ins, oneweekends. 854-2212 4-3-2year. real first for WSU." : five pm. 4-3-2 and 1h baths, large family
Mohr said he will personally Vice-president of Student 2 DACHSHUNDS-miniature­ room, carpeted garage, patio.BACKPACKERS: NOWcoach the new team. same litter, 1 yr old. Female,Services Orland Edward Pollock i $ 200 Eves , · weekendsOPEN! Backpacks, sleeping"Not many people know it," who originally okayed th~ red-spayed; male, black and 836-7693 
splid Mohr, "but in my twenties, allocation, said, "I think roller 
bags, tents, down jackets and tan, all shots, they love 
I used to be a Bay City Bomber. derby is an up and coming, vests . Environmental people-would like to keep 
GIRL WANTED to share a 
They called me the Mad Bomber Sports-Camping Outseters, together; $80 for pair-$45 furnished 2 bdrm apt, 1431 ~ exciting new sport with lots of 
Qf the Western division." 10 S Main, Miamisburg. each 878-3232 after five pm. Wilmington Ave, 
1/ 2 of ~.
potential. It will definitely put
Mohr said the new team its an 866-4465. 4-3-2 $150-not including utilities.Wright State on the map." 4-3-2 Call Mary Bergman after 4 
I 1970 '350' Honda, 12,000 1968 BUICK Lesabre, 4 door, 294-0130. 4-3-2Betty Crocker needs finger miles. Good condition. power steering, power brakes, ROOMMATE WANTED to864-7812 evenings, ext 326 14 mile per gallon, $500 firm.licking good cook share apartment 10 min fromdays. Ask for Cheryl. 4-3-2 845-1422. .. WSU. Call Tom at 879-595lThe Betty Crocker club . is proceeds will go to the Betty WHEELCHAIRS, one 197 4 SEARS JETWIND Mon thru Fri 5pm-10pmsponsoring a bake sale today Crocker scholarship fund. motorized, one regular. Both sailboat-13 ft with oar and 4-3-2from noon to 3 pm outside Next month the club plans to in good conditio·n. 233-6231. four cu sh ions-car top
Wright Station in the award a scholarship to the 4-3-2 $60/MONTH i ncludes rack-used only few
basement of Millett hall. The best cook on campus. everything. 20 minutes fromASSORTED STEREO times-·sell for $460. WSU. Call after 6 pm,cassette tapes, 25 cents to 50 878-3232 4-3-2 
256-3358. 4-3-1cents. Elton John, Sonny & CANOES AND Kayaks by
Cher, BJ Th.om as, Oldtown Canoe Co ,
Bachman-Turner, 5th Environmental Sports Inc, 10 MiscellaneousDimension. Two recordingPLEDGE S Main, Miamisburg 866-4465 
tapes, 90 and 120 minutes, 4-3-2 $ 6 5 to $ 9 5 PER10 cents each. Tracey, ext HOME, NEW, ranch style, in WEEK/parttime. Unlimit~638 or 648. 4-3-2 Englewood. Two bedrooms, . l 10earning potent1aNEEDED TO sell Brand name living room (+ fn), diningdelphi addressing envelopes at home. 
stereo compon~nts to area, large kitchen with Companies pay top moneY
students at lowest prices. Hi built-ins, one and 1/2 baths, for that "personal" touch.
commission, NO investment large family room, carpeted,Visit our RUSH table For further information 
required. Serious inquiries garage, pat.io. $200. Eves, ·t· withregarding opportum 1es1o·am - 3 pm ONLY! FAD weekends 836-7693. 4-3-3 these companies, send $Z to
COMPONENTS, INC, 20All Week-University Center 1970 FORD LTD. ps, pb, air, Phoenix Advertising, PO ~~~ Passaic Ave, Fairfield, New 
steel radials. $1100, Adams, 11707, Atla.nta, Ga 30Jersey 07006 JERRY 
ext 546 or 434-3363 after 6. 4-il-­DIAMOND 201-227-6814 4-3-1Theta Delta ·Phi BIKE fast &REPAIRS4-3-- ' . a reasonable. Call Bike Americ.PLEDGE BOILER FOR SALE , 2 Math 102 '69 NOV A 6 cyl, ps, low 298-4366. 4-3-8mileage 236-1118. 
8 PM SATURDAY APRIL 5 AT DELPHI HOUSE $4 value, $3.00 each. 1 1 972 HONDA C B RIDERS FROM Springfie~ 
workbooks, volume 1 and 2 
Tortora & Becker Biology 500-fairing, sissybar, brown to Wright State wanted, w l c1ass480 W GRAND AVE ·text-$12 value $5. CaJl and blacks, helmets, excellent form or merge car poo · k 
399-5742 Ask for Danny running condition-$1300 · hours 9:00 to 1:00 all w;e · or 
4-3-2 878-3232 after 5 pm. 4-3-2 Call Danny 399-57 42 4·3·=.......Stop by the house any evening this week 
April 3, 1976 GUARDIA~ .l wish·the students would learn to Wrilbt ·state 11 
'cycle profs 
[Continued from page 1] 
Camus" recalled biker and WSU 
prof Reed "Smitty" Smith "and 
Easy (WSU placement director 
Craig) Rider took exception. 
Well, before we knew it, we were 
locking horns with those dudes." 
Before the police could arrive 
to break up the melee, the WSU 
bikers using chains and chairs, 
bad already thrashed their 
Columbus opponents. 
"Not only did we kick their 
~s, but we smoked all their 
dope and drank all their beer" 
recalled biker and Biology prof 
Prem "Badass" Batra. 
On the road the gang primarily 
rides 1200cc Harley-Davidsons, ­
while, on the back of their 
denim jackets, they wear their 
"colors,'; a bust of Lucifer 
wearing a mortarboard. 
But the gang is not without its 
problems. R~ently the gang had 
some dissension in its 
membership when the regular 
members passed a policy of 
"three and out," in that 
members who had not achieved 
a state license in motorcycle 
maintenance will be dismessed 
after three years. 
There is also a number of 
semantic problems. 
"Most bikers call their 
motorcycles 'hogs"' explained. 
hi~tory prof and club president 
Harold "Harley" Hollingsworth 
"but the profs insist on calling 
their machines ' Scrofa 
Domestica'. " 
Another WSU biker, Soc prof 
aw renee "Crusher" Cross 
itted that the gang had n~ 
emale members, but females 
could become "mamas" for the 
group after an initiation. 
"They have to pull a train of 
thought" Cross said. 
~ ~--:.~ :~~· 
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This is the ''participatory art exhibit" which adorned the C parking lot recently. Creator Bernard Katzinjello, who createa tne azsptay oy
sniping ·at students from the top of the creative arts building, was praised by the art department for his "dynamic use of organic material." 
Security arrived immediately after the shootings and gave tickets for illegal parking. 
Art exhibit features realistic death 
by Gary Floyd rifle and began snipmg at person participants, the exhibit was a created, Katzinjello replied tnatThe newest creative arts in the C parking lots. success. the critics probably weren't artdisplay on campus has sparked a At last count, 21 persons "It; also answers the question : majors and didn't understandgrowing controversy. participated in the display, of of whether or not a person will the work.The display, described as a which seven have survived. die for art. The Dean of Students office"participatory art exhibit" by its Just because they 
creator, Senior Art major Bernad 
"The exhibit was done · to didn't nec~ssarily want to is investigated the action, but 
make persons encounter death" decided not to pursueKatzinjello, was created when irrelevant." Katzinjello said "and I think disciplinary act ion againstKatzinjello went to the roof of When asked about the, 
the creative arts building with a 
that, for at least 14 of the controversy the display has Katzinjello. 
Professors participate in annual WSU grade-off 
by Gary Floyd Robert Kegerr~ts, ..anc1 to settle The rules of a grade-off are
The main gym in the physical for all time the argument as to simple. Five WSU profs, selected
education building will be the who the grading badasses are at for their notoriety in grading, 
scene of the first annual "WSU Wright State." administer an essay exam to
grade-off" next Wednesday. Kegerreis said that WSU is the students in their respective
"We're sponsoring the first University to sponsor a classes. 
grade-off to promote some grade-off. "This really should The profs then grade the
friendly competition between put WSU on the map," said exams as they would normally,
the faculty," said WSU president Kegerreis. and hand the exams bac~ to 
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students, who have been hooked 
to electorcardiograms. 
Scoring is simple; if a student 
has a simple heart flutter, the 
prof receives one point, two 
points for a student passing out, 
three points for a minor heart 
seizure and four points for a 
caridac arrest. 
Also, new this year, is bonus 
points for fatalities. 
Participating is the grade off 
this year are Religion's Catherine 
Albanese, History's Allen 
Spetter, Biology's Arlene Foley, 
James Gleason of English and 
defending champion William 
Coppage of Math. 
Editor gets message 
An unidentified flying object 
was reportedly seen by Guardian 
editor Tom Snyder Wednesday 
night. Further investigation, 
however, disclosed that it was 
only a Jtielbasa sausage someone 
had thrown from the top of 
Allyn hall in an abortive attempt 
to assassinate Snyder. 
Police believe they have a clue 
to the identity of the assailant in 
a message attached to the 
succulent sausage saying 
"athletics si, student activities 
no," 
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To put WSU on map 
Dress code announced 

styled and if below the shoulder, 
by Susan Opt 
WSU President Robert 
Kegerreis announced earlier this 
week the establishment of a 
Wright State dress code. This 
code, said Kegerreis, would go 
into effect Fall quarter of 1975. 
The decision to establish a 
dress code came about as a result 
of a two-day study on student 
dressing habits in outer 
Mongolia. 
Kegerreis said the studies 
showed that a suitable dress 
code creates a more studious 
atmosphere and a greater sense 
of belonging to the school. 
"Having to dress properly ," 
Keggereis contends "would 
increase student morale and 
respect, •'like in my day.' This 
will hopefully cut down on any 
student trouble." 
Kegerreis noted that the outer 
Mongolian students had yet to 
have a "Kent State" and 
attributed it to their dress code. 
Plus~ be added, having to dress 
better now prepares a student 
for his working days after 
college. 
The proposed dress code reads 
as follows: 
Males: dark peg-legged trousers 
with red suspenders, a white 
shirt, neatly tucked in; dark ties, 
no longer than one foot in 
length and two inches in width; 
black or brown tie shoes worn 
with white socks. 
Forbidden male attire include 
blue jeans, rings or other types 
of jewelry, bow ties, and Mickey 
Mouse ears. 
Females: dark skirts with 
white blouses tucked in or a 
dark dress, hems two inches 
below the knee; saddle oxfords 
worn with white knee socks. 
Included as forbidden fem ale 
attire are: pants, hose, V-~eck or 
other "revealing" blouses, 
jewelry, and excessive makeup. 
The code forbids male hair 
length shall be no longer than 
the tops of the ears in front and 
two inches above the collar. 
Sideburns, beards, or mustaches 
are forbidden. 
Female hair shall be neatly 
tied back. Wigs are forbidden. 
First time violators of the 
dress code will be required to 
write 1,000- times with a pink 
Bic Banana, "I will obey the 
dress code." 
Second time offenders will 
receive "the Board of 
Education" delivered by the 
hand of the Dean of Students. 
Further violations will require 
a student's suspension until a 
parental conference can be held 
to discuss the child's 
unbecoming behavior. 
If a student's attire is in 
question, the Dean of Students 
will make the final 
determination whether or not it 
is acceptable. 
Reactions to the dress code 
have been varied. A few students 
believe it 
expenses. 
will help save on WSU President Robert Kegerreis at his. latest open forum unveiled the 
new style he picked up on a recent trip to Tiajuana. "They told me 
this would be the surest way yet to put Wrigh t State on the map," 
quipped Kegerresi in the midst of a routine on student activities bud· 
get cuts that had the crowd in tears. 
the old place has a new face ... and now we need a new name 
University Food Services is sponsoring a contest, open to 
anyone with a suggestion, to rename the newly decorated 
Wright Station. 
Contest: Part One! 
*write your suggestion on paper or entry blank provided below 
*drop in box located at any food service unit on campus 
*suggestions will be accepted Thurs, April 3 thru Thur April 10 
*the top five names will be chosen by the Food Committee and 
awarded $5.00 each 
Contest: Part Two! 
*these top five names will appear in the Mon, April 14 Guardian 
you, the university community will then vote on your favorite 
by writing it on paper or ticket provided and dropping it in box 
located at any food service unit 
*voting will take place Mon, 
April 14 thru Fri'April 18 
*winner will be announced 
Mon, April 21 
my suggestion for the new name is 
myname~~~~~~~~~­
address~----''--~~~~~~~­
phone~~~~~~~~~~----: 
